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Abstract
The application of technology in various aspects of life has made it easy for many

people. However, there are also shortcomings in the use of technology, one of which is
security issues, both transactions and data. Given these issues in this paper, we propose
blockchain technology for an authentication system that will protect data rights and interests
and be safe from interference to store information in the form of confidential text, especially in
the application of technology in education. From this writing, there are 2 benefits, the first is
that all data stored in the education system is guaranteed and there will be increased trust
from both parents, teachers and other parties due to the decentralized nature of blockchain.
Keywords: Authentication, Digital Education, Blockchain, Technology.

1. Introduction
The development of information technology is progressing very rapidly, computers as

electronic data processing media can present various information and data processing quickly,
precisely and accurately [41] [46]. The “Internet”-related policy has been issued since 2015 by
the State Council to explore the latest models in educational services and encourage
education [36] and IT companies to develop online education services[1] [43]. However, there
are serious problems [44], such as the unguarded rights and interests of the owner's data, the
easy distribution of data, and the illegal misuse of the transaction process. Some of these
problems have triggered disputes in the development of online education services developed
by education companies and IT companies. Security is one of the most important concerns in
industry 4.0 [47], given that vulnerabilities that arise during production (e.g. Trojans, hardware,
and backdoors) are difficult to detect [2].

The current authentication method is under a centralized authority agency, has
several drawbacks, including being easily damaged, fraudulent and difficult to guarantee data
security and transactions on educational institution services. From a technical point of view,
educational services require reliable and operational authentication. According to a technical
point of view, the technology that is suitable for educational digital authentication problems is a
technology that uses distributed storage consensus technology for data storage and uses a
decentralized infrastructure namely ledger technology or blockchain technology [3] [40].
Blockchain is considered a technology that has the potential to impact society while its
potential remains largely unexplored [4]. Currently, blockchain can be divided into three forms
depending on the application scenario, firstly private blockchain, consortium blockchain, and
lastly public blockchain. Among the three types, with a consortium, blockchain members can
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join and leave the blockchain network through an authority that has higher trust than public
blockchains.

The blockchain that is often used by several institutions is the consortium blockchain.
The consortium blockchain of the blockchain federation is a type of blockchain network where
many organizations will perform maintenance on the system [5], and it is also semi-public and
multi-centralized. With consortium blockchain, only consortium members can read and write
data which can be used to protect personal data and ensure that data is not tampered with
and also using consortium blockchain can streamline the authentication process and allow for
increased speed in conducting transactions, to build trust without intermediaries , all
transactions are bundled and stored locally in verified blocks on multiple devices belonging to
different participants (nodes) of the network [6].

To overcome the problem of authentication in digital education, this paper will design
and implement authentication based on blockchain technology as a solution. A total of
20% of the 2019 APBN and state revenues were allocated to the education sector with a value
of Rp. 492.5 trillion, an increase of Rp. 4.6 t from the 2019 State Budget, with 123 PTN and
4547 PTS which in total there are 4670 Universities in Indonesia [47], so that the education
sector is very interesting to implement using blockchain technology [7]. With blockchain, it
allows effectiveness in ensuring information security, avoiding damage, data theft, and
protecting the owner's access rights. In the system design in this paper, the authentication of
the blockchain system uses digital certificates and is managed by a public key infrastructure,
this solution ensures strong authentication and secure data on digital education [8]. The
system to be created has several stages; first, smart contract design, then function of each
module and lastly system testing which can later effectively realize the digital resource upload
and authentication process.

2. Related Work
Bitcoin Appeared on January 3, 2009, created by someone under the pseudonym

Satoshi Nakamoto, in 2008 Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper entitled “The Cryptography''
mailing list on metzdowd.com describing the digital currency bitcoin using technology
blockchains [9]. Blockchain is a block of data that is interconnected so that it looks like a chain,
in short it will connect users without going through any intermediaries. So, each user will store
each of the other user's data blocks [10]. This innovative technology is used in several
applications such as education, business industry, healthcare, and governance because all
transactions implemented on the blockchain are transparent, immutable and secure [34] [11].
From here, blockchain technology began to attract the attention of many people and became a
global conversation [35]. According to a statistical survey, conducted in September 2015 by
Statista, from 2014 onwards there has been a huge increase in blockchain technology funding
investments worldwide. Blockchain technology uses multiple distributed nodes to generate
and update data, uses cryptography to secure data transmission and access, and uses smart
contracts to restrict and manipulate data. Based on this, blockchain technology can realize
distributed data storage which will help humans in many ways.

The use of blockchain technology in smart contracts is the design chosen to address
digital authentication of education, with the application of blockchain technology, the system
no longer needs supervisors from regulatory agencies or third parties and ownership
information of digital education resources can be stored on a distributed network of multiple
nodes. Smart contracts are self-executed contracts (usually stored on the blockchain) whose
terms are directly written into lines of code, although some parts still require human control
[12]. Recently, the relationship of blockchain to smart contracts has received increasing
attention from the media [42], and has begun to be referred to as “The Next Big Thing” [13],
“The New Black”, “The philosopher's stone” [14] or "The new Graal" [15]. The application of
blockchain technology in educational service systems is based on the fact that blockchain
technology has a relatively high fault tolerance supported by distributed nodes, and each node
that participates in the system has a complete ledger copy [37]. Although there are some
service anomalies in some nodes, the whole system can still guarantee normal operation,
which allows the system to provide reliable technical support as well as central database
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redundancy. Therefore, blockchain technology is believed to be able to effectively reduce fraud
by ensuring every data in the system is transparent and managed in a decentralized manner
[42].

In this paper, the system uses fabric as a technical solution to realize a suitable
business model, because fabric has the characteristics of a fast transaction rate and scalability
to meet business needs. The choice of fabric as a technical solution was inspired by the
blockchain project on Hyperledger i.e. Hyperledger Fabric is an implementation of a distributed
ledger platform for running smart contracts, leveraging known and proven technologies, with a
modular architecture that allows implementation of various plugin-able functions [16] . Fabric
will provide the grpc API and SDK for applications and applications can access the public
ledger in the consortium blockchain by interacting APIs and SDKs [17] that use smart
contracts and package the business logic and release it to the fabric network node.

3. Blockchain-based Education Digital Authentication System Blockchain

3.1 Authentication System Structure
In this paper, the system will use blockchain technology as a solution to digital

education problems. The choice of this solution is based on the Hyperledger Fabric framework
from the IBM consortium blockchain which will be used to design an authentication system
that is tailored to the digital needs of education. The authentication process itself is a user
validation process when entering the system and allows the user to access all services
provided by the system without the need to enter the password repeatedly [18]. [19],
authentication also allows us to ascertain who we are dealing with, giving trust to others so
that we can control and manage potential risks in an action [20]. Authentication that is
designed based on blockchain technology, in contrast to traditional authentication which has
limitations and heterogeneity of resource devices, the existing security solutions are not fully
adapted to the needs of the ecosystem [21], whereas in systems built using a blockchain
network it has advantages; secure storage is hassle free, decentralized, and provides a
decentralized and transparent transaction security solution between all parties involved.

The fabric network layer used as a technical solution in the system, will later be used
to store data in educational digital, receive transaction verification, provide ownership queries
and generate data blocks. In addition, the blockchain-based authentication system will be
divided into three layers, the upper, middle and lower layers. First, the top layer or the main
screen of the application which consists of the functions of registration, login, authentication of
data ownership information, uploading data on digital education. Second, the middle layer or
smart contract layer is a function that will be used to realize business processing logic. Third,
the lower layer, namely the fabric network layer, in this layer, the node network has the same
rights and obligations through the P2P protocol, which is a new technology that uses
computing power and network bandwidth rather than depending on servers. The lower layers
also use a consensus mechanism that is used to achieve consistency.
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Figure 1. Educational Digital Authentication System Structure

3.2 Smart Contract Development on the Blockchain Authentication System Network
The education digital authentication system designed will introduce three aspects with

smart contracts [23] consisting of, transactions, participants, and assets. Educational digital
transaction objects refer to non-paper electronic media data such as optical and magnetic
media, digital educational transaction objects can be categorized into two types, namely
physical transaction objects (often in the form of text, images, sound, video, etc...) and service
transaction objects. (such as one-to-one counseling services) [22]. For participants, it is
divided into 2 parts, first as administrators to carry out transactions and users who have
assets, who can download, use data, and upload resources on digital education. The
participant's setting as a user consists of = {ID, which is a unique user identifier, password or
password to login, name for user name, resource list Id of user owner, and finally email as the
address used by the user to login}. Second, assets consist of tangible and intangible assets,
assets in this case refer to data contained in digital education. for data, there are several
elements, namely the name of the data, the RId or data id, the time of creation, and the type of
format that contains the id of the asset owner. As for the transaction aspect, it refers to the
interactions that occur in smart contracts.

In the education digital authentication system designed, there is a contract function
consisting of several elements;

1. Register Admin is to register an administrator account.

2. User Register is used to register a user account.

3. Check is used to check user information.

4. Query means asking for educational resource information.

5. Check Right is to see the owner of educational resources.

6. Register Resource means uploading educational resources.
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Figure2. Functions of Smart Contracts

3.3 Design of functions in a Blockchain-Based Authentication System
A blockchain technology-based authentication system for digital education designed,

including:

1. Utilization of smart contracts used to transmit information and check delivery
information.

2. Delivery of user identity information by utilizing smart contracts.
3. Utilization of smart contracts to achieve authentication of ownership on resources

contained in digital education.
4. In the system design of this paper, there is timeliness in reading data, namely when

resource information sent to a blockchain-based authentication system can be
recorded directly in a local database

Figure 3. Education Digital Authentication Data Storage

3.3.1 User Registration and Login
The login function for the designed authentication system will use smart contracts for

verification to match the authenticity of data [24] and also for registration of new users, which
later with the smart contract will receive requests then sent to the administrator, if it fails then
you have to start over from the beginning. Account registration, including data on first name,
last name, email and password then select the sign up button to complete the registration
process [25], and the login function will be successful if the comparison of the entered identity
is the same as the data that has been stored.
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Figure 4. Registration and Login Process

3.3.2 Function of uploading educational digital resources
In the system to be designed, it is possible to upload user original resources into

educational digital resources which are used for business needs. Resources that have been
successfully verified will be stored permanently on the blockchain platform [45] to ensure data
authenticity and avoid data corruption or data theft [39].

Figure 5. File Upload Process

3.3.3 Function of downloading digital resources
In using the download function in the designed system, it will pass several verification

stages to be able to download or use data that has been stored on the blockchain network.
The first stage, based on the data that has been stored into the blockchain network, will ask
some relevant things according to the data on the blockchain. The second stage, with a smart
contract, the system will automatically match the information. Based on these stages, digital
education authentication is complete because only users who get permission can use data in
digital education, and those who do not have access or fail in the verification stage will not be
able to use the data arbitrarily.
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Figure 6. Function of Downloading Digital Authentication Data

3.3.4 Administrator on blockchain-based authentication system
The administrator's task in the way the authentication system is designed, the

administrator will be able to see all information ranging from user information, operation and
even review the running status contained in the blockchain system . For certification of
ownership and upload of educational digital resources will be supervised by administrators in
terms of ensuring ownership certification and verification of legality of uploaded resources
before being stored in the blockchain and database [42]. For illegal resources allowed to be
stored by the user or directly backed up into the library file failed to pass the audit.

4.Selection of Fabric Network on Blockchain Based Education Digital Authentication
In the design of the authentication system, the network fabric will be applied to the

Ubuntu system which is used in building and developing the business model as well as
the utilization of the composer reset server which is used to generate the business model
API. With the implementation of blockchain-based authentication, nothing will be able to
tamper with transaction records because every time a user uploads transaction log
information, it will be immediately packaged into a block by another node and only through
access can the function be executed.

4.1 Application of Hyperledger Composer in system platform development Platform
Development on a blockchain based authentication system will use a blockchain

network supported by fabric and utilize hyperledger composer in business program
development and completion of interactions between web pages and blockchain. The stages
that are passed in the development of an educational digital authentication platform:

1. First, on the ubuntu 16.04 system, a business network will be created by the system.

2. Then, the business network will be used to develop smart contracts through modeling
languages   and APIs. The business network will also interact with hyperledger
composers.

3. Third, through the rest server composer, the system that has been designed will
interact with the blockchain network.

4.2 Smart contracts as system business logic
In the rapid development of web interaction interfaces, digital authentication systems

utilize composers and smart contracts in building collaborative tools of blockchain commercial
networks. In a digital system based on blockchain technology, the writing of the relevant files
will use the help of smart contracts. The categories of files contained in the system include;

1. The qry file used to provide the query interface.
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2. Acl file, which will be used for granting permissions.

3. js file, to explain the business logic.

4. CTO file, which will be used in determining the business network model on asset
participants, and transactions.

In a system, there is a requirement that must be met as well as the educational digital
authentication system designed in this paper, meeting the requirements of a system. In this
system design, assets are used as resources, model files define admins and users as
participants, and finally for transactions determined by writing business logic, there are check
rights, check queries, resource registers, and user registers. And lastly, in the establishment of
a remote interface business model achieve smart contracts, using the rest server composer.

Figure 7. Composer Server

4.3 Functions of a blockchain-based authentication system

4.3.1 Registration and participant account login functions

The stages that users will go through in registering an account for the design of an educational
digital authentication system in this paper:

1. the user will input the relevant data into the system .

2. Users will be prompted for a password twice to strengthen account security.

3. The Register User API will perform its duties in generating user information such as,
password, name, id, mailbox, if the data entered into the system has been verified
correctly, user information will be used to mark the id, and the transaction as a status
to be confirmed.

4. Furthermore, the data that has been inputted will be reviewed by the administrator
with verification of completion of account registration which will be forwarded to the
blockchain network.

How the system works in confirming user login: The

1. user will input the id and password that have been created.

2. Then, to confirm the data entered by the user is the same as the data stored on the
blockchain network, the system will call the API to do its job.

3. After confirmation that the inputted data is the same as the stored data, the user login
has been successfully carried out.
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Figure 8. User Login and Registration Display

4.3.2 Function of uploading educational digital resources on the system

The stages that users go through to upload files into the system: The

1. users will be asked to fill in information about the resource file to be uploaded.

2. The user will select a file and start uploading the selected resource file.

3. Next, for generating information about the resource description uploaded into the
transaction, the system will call the API to generate information about the name, id,
creation time, id of the resource owner.

4. The administrator will verify the uploaded resources.

5. The verified resource files will be directly stored in the blockchain network database.

Figure 9. Information Display of Education Digital Data

4.3.3 authentication of digital education resource ownership.
In the design of the ownership system of uploaded educational digital resources, the

owner can know, so that people who do not have access will not be able to use them [33]. The
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following are the stages of the system in verifying the owner of educational digital resources.

1. The system will ask relevant questions regarding the owner id and owner information
of digital resources stored in the database and blockchain, when there are users who
want to download.

2. To verify, the system will call the API check right, if verification fails the user is not the
owner of the digital resource and is unable to consult or download the desired digital
resource.

Figure 10. Education Digital Data Ownership Information

4.3.4 management administrator on blockchain-based authentication system

Administrator duties on the designed education digital authentication system:

1. After the resource file is uploaded by the user, the administrator will use the query API
to query the list of unaudited resources .

2. Next, with the API the system will verify the validity of the user uploaded resources.

3. For successfully verified resources will be directly stored in the blockchain network
database.

4. Resources that fail to be verified will be denied requests by audit.

Figure 11. Data Information Audit

5. Conclusion
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Industrial revolution 4.0 is generally known as a change in the way of work that
focuses on data management, industrial work systems through technological advances,
communication and work efficiency improvements related to human interaction [38]. In this
paper, we will review the application of blockchain technology that does not concentrate on the
cryptocurrency field. This paper refers to the application of blockchain in education which
refers to socio-technological indicators [26]. After analyzing the problems that exist in
traditional authentication in the education sector that still uses verification management
methods by a centralized authority, the system designed in this paper will combine digital
authentication with blockchain consortium technology which is popularly used by several
institutions as a solution to traditional authentication problems. Authentication of large-scale
Internet devices safely and reliably is not trivial with today's network frameworks and existing
security mechanisms [27]. To overcome these authentication problems blockchain offers an
elegant solution. Therefore, in this paper we will use blockchain for authentication systems
that are applied to digital education. This is based on the fact that in the world of technology,
the existence of blockchain is a very dramatic improvement to collect information, distribute
and manage information. Blockchain is also a decentralized distributed database. and without
permission [28]. The combination of knowledge between the fields of education and
blockchain technology will create a new revolution of the education industry which is deemed
stagnant and not in accordance with the current developments [29]. However, as with
cryptographically secured technology blockchain can be used for good and evil regardless of
the benefits [30].

In the system design, the blockchain will provide a decentralized method for digital
education resources, authenticate resource ownership information with private key, guarantee
that there will be no damage to digital resources, and protect the rights and interests of digital
resource owners. The system mode solution that has been designed can be applied to a
learning management system where students can download resources stored on the system,
and teachers can upload resource files into digital education. By implementing an
authentication system based on blockchain technology, it will protect proprietary information
without interference or data theft.
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